
Gulf warship visit pro I

The Neptune Paper 3 (June 1989), 
a document available at the Peace 

The USS Roosevelt is a danger- Centre, revealed more than 300 
environmental hazard and accidents involving nuclear weap- 

should not have been allowed to 0ns of the US Navy between 1965 
dock at Halifax harbour, says the and 1977, and 220 accidents in- 
Coalition For a Nuclear Free Bar- volving the world’s naval reactors 
hour. The Roosevelt is a nuclear from 1950 to 1988.”

“In Halifax we know that the
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powered American aircraft carrier 
which has been accused of carrying safety record of those nuclear reac

tors is not good,” said Dr. Lesley 
Choyce of Dalhousie University, 
“and we know that occasionally 
nuclear bombs fall off ships and are 
lost at sea. We’re worried and you
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“occasionally 
nuclear bombs 
fall off ships 
and they are 
lost at sea”
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wshould be too!”
The USS Roosevelt has decided 

to neither confirm or deny the pres- 
of nuclear weapons aboard 

was
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the ship. The USS Roosevelt 
docked at Halifax harbour from

------------------------------------------------- Sept. 13-15, when its crew en-
“Canadian law does not permit joyed some time off. ,

Frank Fawson, a candidate in

Photo: Jim RankinDark clouds loom over nuclear ship’s rest and relaxation visit to Halifax.

nuclear weapons to exist on Cana
dian soil. Therefore, nuclear-pow- the municipal elections in Ward 4, , .
ered and nuclear-armed warships said if Haligonians were able to '§ 1 now we re just training pi^ 
shouldn’t be docking at Canadian vote for or against nuclear weap- Jotsand doing some maintenance, 
harbours,” said Francis Early of the ons in their harbour, “I’m sure they When asked why the government 

Voice of Women in a speech to the would vote no’ against such ac- v oesn t con rm t is, t e sai ors 

American sailors. The Coalition tion.”

The Coalition hit the streets ofusually carry nuclear weapons. paredness” team which is placed
ALERT whenever a nuclear Halifax as well last Friday, leafleting 

and displaying protest signs at the 
Main Branch Library on Spring 
Garden Road, and showing the 

to rush hour traffic at the

on
vessel enters the harbour. But ac
cording to Francis Early, “there is 
no adequate response to an emer- 

resulting in the release ofresponded, “The U.S. has never 
confirmed the existence of nuclear

signs
Armdale Rotary and MacDonald 
Bridge. “The response was gener
ally positive,” said one organizer.

With municipal elections in 
Halifax on October 19, the Coali-

gency
radioactive isotope, in the quanti-

weapons on any Naval ships, so it ties contained on these vessels.” 
doesn’t confirm or deny their exist-

nuclear weapons on board. “We e^ce ever.” The sailors did confirm selves to opposing just the nuclear
According to the Coalition, U.S. can’t confirm anything, but rumour the existence of two nuclear reac- aspect of the Roosevelt. As well,

aircraft carriers such as the USS has it that there are no nuclear tors on board adding that they are opposition was directed at the car-
weapons on board... in fact, take it ‘‘perfectly safe. tier as a symbol of American mili-

The Department of National tary power and its role in the Gulf
Defense has an “Emergency Pre- War.

However, two sailors from theorganized a cruise around the car
rier where people could voice their Roosevelt (who asked their names 
concerns over a microphone and be withheld) said there jvere 
loudspeaker.

The protesters didn’t limit them-no

tion is urging Haligonians to pres
sure candidates into taking a stand 
to make Halifax a nuclear free har
bour.

Roosevelt routinely carry 100 nu
clear weapons and are powered by as a definite no,” they said. 
2 water-cooled nuclear reactors. “When not in combat we don’t
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üsroBl Rationalization hits the fast lane
were concerned about adding an
other level of bureaucracy to the 
system, and giving CONSUP fund-

dent’s (CONSUP) on Wednesday. that prepared Dalhousie’s brief to 
The consultants met with each the consultants.BY SHANNON G0WANS
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Currently, the power to deter-
operating grants rests with ing to do this.

“Rationalization should beabig

The provincial government is of the universities, as well as SUNS
pushing for rationalization as a fast and the Nova Scotia Confedera-
track solution to duplication of tion of University Faculty Asso- the provincial Cabinet. The report
university services, and the result- ciations (NSCUFA). They then

ant underfunding. developed a proposal linking four “There WClS TIO
Rationalization is the process of possible bureaucratic changes to . .

making an industry more efficient, the determination of universities’ Studetlt OpltllOTl Boston says this report is ap-
“A few weeks to deal with this operating grants. The difference UprmiïP thpYP Poaching rationalization back-

[conceptl is ridiculous,” says Scott between these options is in the OCCUUSe trUÎTC wards. He says broad assessments

McCrossin, Students Union of amount of power each council will \\)ere HO StlidetltS of all the possible forms rationali-
Nova Scotia (SUNS) Chair. hold. -----------------—------—------ T— zation could take should be done

A consultants’ report on the Various options in the report recommends that the Nova Scotia before structured changes are con- 
structure of rationalization was dis- also include another paid position ^ouncilof Higher Ration sidered.
cussed Sunday night at the Dal- in CONSUP. Funding for this sal- (NSCHE) and CONSUP be given One of the biggest complaints
housie Student Union (DSU) ary would most likely come from greater roles in budget détermina- McCrossin has with the report is

tion. the lack of student representation
the NSCHE. SUNS vecom- 

one of the Council mem-

mi ne

student issue, bigger than tuition 
fee increases,” says DSU Vice Presi
dent-External, Alex Boston.
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W3 Council meeting. At stake is who the total post-secondary grant -
determines the operating grants for further reducing money spent on While removing funding deci- 
Nova Scotia universities. programs - say several Dalhousie sions from the political control of mended

On Monday, the report was dis- Senators. Cabinet seems positive Dalhousie bets be the Chair or a delegate of
cussed at a special Senate meeting. Already $40 000 of government President Howard Clark quest,ons SUNS, thus ensuring student rep-
Tuesday, it went to a Board of Gov- money has been spent on the re- if there are sufficient checks and reSentation by a student who is

(BOG) meeting; Tuesday port, “equivalent to resodding balances on the councils. responsible to a recognizable con-
night to a joint Senate and BOG Studley Field four times,” says Brian At Sunday’s DSU meeting stu- stituency. 

committee and finally, to the Coun- Hill, student representative on the dents exp"e^7"cema^^m-
cilofNovaScotiaUniversity Presi- President’s Advisory Committee creasing CONSUP s power. They Continued on page 6
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